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Abstract

In this paper we consider the design and implementation of a general-purpose reliable multi-
cast data-dissemination facility. Using design insights we uncovered for data scheduling under high
request load, reliable transmission over lossy networks, and bandwidth slicing to accommodate par-
ticipants of varying network capacity, we create a working implementation able to transmit data effi-
ciently over IP multicast networks. We describe challenges we encountered and design decisions we
made in implementing our prototype, then evaluate the performance of our system and seek its scaling
limits. We find that our data server can provide data to hundreds of simultaneous clients and provide
service under request loads beyond the limits of traditional queued or other unicast file service.

1 Introduction

Despite the growth of network capacity over time, data dissemination to many users remains an

expensive proposition for all but the best-funded servers. When an information server becomes

popular, many users often show up requesting the same data of the server, or requesting data that

overlaps with the requests of other users. For example, a file server may find some of its collections

popular and therefore frequently requested; a Web server may find that it repeatedly sends some of

the same items to users (such as a Web site’s front page and its cited images).

Currently, these information servers must send the same information repeatedly, once to each

user that wants it, but doing so encourages network congestion for the server’s limited uplink and

increases the server’s network costs.

Fortunately, there is an more network-efficient approach on multicast-capable networks, such

as those available on the commercial Internet [ntt/verio, level3, sprintlink]; academic/research net-

works such as the Internet2 backbone Abilene, its peers in Europe [janet, géant], and in Asia

[wide(japan)]; and native IPv6 networks [ntt/verio, DoD]). On a multicast-capable network, a
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server can share a repository of data items over a multicast facility, so that users can use a corre-

sponding multicast client to request the subsets of data items that they are interested in fetching.

Such a multicast facility can send the same data once over multicast to satisfy multiple users’ re-

quests for it simultaneously, dramatically reducing the waste of network resources and lowering

the corresponding network costs.
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Figure 1: The WebBase Multicast Facility

The idea of such a multicast facility is well-established, having been envisioned and studied for

Teletext [4], Datacycle [10], broadcast disks [2], and Usenet feeds [15], among others. As a local

case in point, we are creating a multicast facility for our WebBase project, which crawls the Web

to create a repository of Web pages for research. Our multicast facility will offer our repository to

other researchers so that they can request subsets of our repository in a simple and efficient way

(Figure 1). (There are other benefits to a multicast-distributed crawled Web repository, including

less load on the individual Web servers that get crawled for multicast distribution. For additional

details, see [12].)

To be useful, such a multicast facility must successfully overcome many challenges:

1. It must transmit requested data in a way that minimizes wait time for the clients requesting

data. [12]

2. It must efficiently guarantee complete delivery of all the requested data to all its clients, even

though the IP multicast networks it uses are unreliable (lossy) by design. [13]

3. It must be able to transmit to clients of different download speeds without flooding links of slow

clients or providing needlessly slow service for fast ones. [14]

4. It must not use excessive numbers of IP multicast addresses, a finite resource that must be shared

with other running implementations and other multicast services.
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In this paper, we describe how we implement a multicast facility that meets the above chal-

lenges, and measure its performance when run over low-end commodity computers. In Section 2,

we describe the high-level design of our multicast server, and the approaches we consider to attack

each of the challenges listed above. In Section 3, we describe some design decisions we made for

our implementation. Next, in Section 4, we run our implementation to measure its performance,

test its scaling limits, and compare them to that of a traditional unicast file-server approach. Finally,

in Section 5, we compare our system to related work in multicast distribution.

2 Basic Design

In our multicast facility, the server offers a set of data items, each one of which is assigned a unique

numeric identifier (cf. files and inode numbers). To create this set of items, the server splits each

file it offers into disjoint fixed-size pages, making each page a data item. Clients request files from

the server, which the server translates into requests for all of the pages created from those files.

Clients may receive items in any order, and rearrange them back into the original requested files.

data channel transmitter

data channel transmitter

announcement channel transmitter

channel scheduler

channel scheduler

data scheduler

client request handler

client request handler

multicast clientmulticast data server

data receiver

notice receiver

data requester

Figure 2: Overview of Multicast Facility Design

In Figure 2, we see the basic design of our multicast facility. The box on the left represents the

server process, running on a server offering data over multicast. The box on the right represents a

corresponding client, which a user would invoke to fetch data from the server. With this figure as

reference, we will first outline the basic flow of operation of the multicast facility. Then, we can

focus on the server’s various components in more detail.
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2.1 Normal Flow of Operation

To begin a data request, a client must first know the address and port number where the data server

is listening, and connect to it using a unicast (TCP) connection. Because this connection is unicast,

each such connection connects only two peers (as defined by TCP), one client and the server. This

unicast control (request) connection provides the channel for all client-to-server communication,

and allows the server to send responses specific to one client, for the duration of the client’s use

of the server. Using this request connection, the client sends the list of files it wishes to receive

from the server, as indicated in Figure 2 by the arrow from the multicast client’s data requester to

its server’s client-request handler.

In IP multicast, the server sends a transmission to multiple recipients together by sending the

transmission over UDP to a destination IP address reserved for IP-multicast use. (The addresses

reserved for multicast are defined in the IP specification, and are unassigned and unassignable to

any individual host on the network.) This multicast IP address represents a multicast group of

clients who are interested in receiving the data sent to that group address. The exact set of clients

in this group are defined by the clients themselves, subscribing and unsubscribing from the group

address by sending group membership announcements to their local routers.

The server sends the client the server’s multicast group (IP) address information, so that the

client is now able to receive the server’s multicast transmissions. The client uses this information to

subscribe to the multicast group for the server’s single announcement (control) channel. (The arrow

from announcement-channel transmitter to multicast client at the top of Figure 2 is a multicast

transmission from the server to all its clients over the announcement channel’s multicast group

address.)

The server’s client-request handler receives the list of requested items from the client, and adds

the client’s request information to the server’s data scheduler (as suggested in the arrow in the

server from client-request handler to data scheduler). The data scheduler accumulates request

information from all clients, and decides which of the (typically numerous) competing requests

should be sent to optimize the performance of the system, such as the average delay for clients

to receive the data they request. The scheduler is also responsible to maintaining the request

information and ensuring that requests are eventually scheduled for transmission, so that clients
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ultimately receive all their requested data. In our implementation, the data scheduler consists of

an array of individual data-channel schedulers, each of which decides the transmissions of a single

data channel as described next.

The multicast server must be conscientious of its clients’ possibly varied download speeds,

because clients may be connected via network links of differing throughput. For this reason, the

multicast server splits its outgoing outgoing network connection (data-item transmissions) into a

number of data channels, each with its own multicast group (IP) address. The server uses each data

channel to disseminate data items at a particular rate (bandwidth).

Each data channel’s transmissions are sent by a separate data-channel transmitter, a component

of the multicast server that maintains a small queue of data packets it is about to send. When

this queue runs low, the data-channel transmitter prompts the scheduler to choose which data item

that data channel should send next. The scheduler makes the decision (in Figure 2, the arrow

from data scheduler to data-channel transmitter), and the announcement channel then is given

notification of the decision so that it can send an announcement of the imminent data item to all

clients. The announcement (in Figure 2, the arrow from the multicast server’s announcement-

channel transmitter across the network to the multicast client) indicates the data item soon to be

sent, and which data channel will send it.

A client interested in the data item just scheduled can join the multicast group for the data chan-

nel. By relying on the well-known technique of using a separate announcement channel to declare

data-channel transmissions, clients can subscribe to relatively high-bandwidth data channels only

when requested data appears, and minimize their download of unrequested data. To provide time

for the client to join the data channel, the server imposes a delay between the time a data item is

announced and the time the data channel can first start to send it.

The data channel sends the data item to its multicast group (IP address), representing all the

clients interested in that item (in Figure 2, indicated by the arrow from a data-channel transmitter

across the network to the multicast client). Because of packet-size limitations, the data item is

sent as a sequence of small datagrams, each self-describing using a packet header that includes

the unique identifier for the data item and an offset into the data item that represents the range of

bytes in the data packet. Clients receive and save the packets for the data item, and then can dis-

connect from the data channel (remaining subscribed to the announcement channel) until another
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request item is announced. When clients receive all the items they requested, they disconnect from

all of the server’s multicast channels and close their unicast request connection. Clients may be

subscribed to more than one data channel at a time, as their download speeds allow.

Clearly, it is possible for clients to remain connected to data channels even when they are not

receiving a requested data item, eavesdropping on the other data items being sent (not knowing

who or how many requested them). Similarly, it is possible for the client or server to break the

unicast request connection between them as soon as the client receives the server’s multicast-

address information; this behavior is one way to use the multicast facility to implement a more

traditional broadcast disk [1], in which the server sends data items without specific knowledge of

each client’s requests. Though our design allows these extensions to be implemented trivially for

servers facing very large client loads—i.e., more concurrent clients than it can maintain request

connections for—we will focus on basic operation without these modifications.

2.2 Announcement and Data Channels

In our prior research for this system [14], we considered a variety of ways to allocate the server’s

bandwidth among the data channels and ways to offer the data across them. We discovered that the

the server should use as few channels as necessary to support its clients’ range of download speeds.

Also, we found that one good way to split the server’s bandwidth is to provide each data channel

uniform bandwidth, rather than varying the channels’ bandwidths dramatically. Further, the server

should partition its data items so that each data channel disseminates a smaller, distinct subset of

the server’s items. In effect, each data channel represents a mini-data-server, with an independent

but equal fraction of the server’s resources. For servers of lower loads, there is another good way

to split the server’s resources, which we consider in Section 3.

Clients in this scheme would send their requests and their download speed to the server, and

subscribe to data channels carrying requested data items as their download speed allows.

2.3 Data Scheduler

The scheduler determines which data item to send to the multicast clients on each data channel,

given information about the currently listening clients and their requests. In our prior research
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for this system [12], we found that a carefully chosen scheduler can significantly improve the

performance of a multicast facility to its clients.

As a default, we implemented a “null” circular-broadcast scheduler, which transmits each data

item in turn as long as it is requested. This scheduler is applied to each data channel independently

for its subset of the server’s data items. (As described in Section 2.2, each data channel has its own

disjoint partition of the server’s data items.)

To improve performance for our clients, we strive to reduce their client delay, the average time

it takes a client until it receives all the data items it requested. In our prior work [12], we devise one

way to do so, a data scheduler we call the R/Q heuristic (shown in Figure 3). In this heuristic, the

scheduler computes a score for each data item using two components: R counts how many clients

are requesting (waiting for) the data item, and Q holds the size of the smallest pending client

request including that data item. The R/Q heuristic divides R over Q for each item, and chooses

a data item with the highest such value. This approach strives to favor data items that are much

requested, and that are about to help complete a client’s request, a combination that outperformed

using data-item popularity alone.

Input: A set of clients and their still-pending requests; Current time t
Output: The data item to transmit

ChunkToSend← null;
MaxRQ← −∞;
foreach data item i

Ri ← 0;
Qi ← 0;
foreach client c

if c requests i
Ri ← Ri + 1;
Q← number of items c still has pending;
if Q < Qi

Qi ← Q;
RQi ← Ri/Qi;
if RQi > MaxRQ

ChunkToSend← i;
MaxRQ← RQi;

return ChunkToSend.

Figure 3: The R/Q Data Scheduler

The algorithm of Figure 3 need not be implemented as-is. Alternatively, it is possible to main-
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tain a heap of R and Q values for each data item and update them only when requests affecting

those particular values change. Thus, it is possible to maintain a R/Q heap whose values change

only when its R or Q components change.

As with the circular-broadcast scheduler, R/Q could be applied independently to each data chan-

nel for its subset of the server’s data items.

2.4 Transmission Reliability

The packets of data the server sends over multicast are unreliable datagrams (UDP), which may be

dropped on their way to clients. To ensure the successful delivery of announcements and data, the

server must cope with possible losses.

For the announcement channel, clients must receive all its traffic reliably and promptly, so

the channel must use a latency-sensitive low-bandwidth reliable multicast protocol to ensure all

control channel traffic reaches its subscribers with high probability. Protocols, such as SRM [8],

have been proposed for exactly this type of application; for simplicity, we have the server simply

send the data redundantly, with the expectation that the client will receive at least one copy of

each announcement before its value expires. Also, the announcement-channel transmitter must

send regular “heartbeat” packets onto the announcement channel even if the server has nothing to

announce; this is necessary to ensure that clients can detect if they have lost packets. For example,

the presence of heartbeat packets is useful to distinguish between a quiet announcement channel

with no recent notices, and a busy announcement channel whose packets to the client have all been

lost.

For the data channels, we observe that the clients do not have specific time-sensitive deadlines

by which they must successfully have a particular data item, which allows us more flexibility in our

reliability scheme. Further, clients need receive only the data items they are requesting, a subset

of the data being sent on the data channels. Conversely, each of the data channel’s items can have

different client request characteristics.

We seek to exploit these properties of our multicast facility to improve performance for the

system’s clients. To find such a reliability technique for the data channels, we turn to our study

of a variety of reliability techniques for a multicast facility like this one [13]. The techniques we
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study include

• traditional retransmission and redundant transmission (forward error correction) techniques;

• novel twists on these traditional techniques, such as selective retransmission for small losses

and variable erasure-coding redundancy for different data items within a single data channel;

and

• combinations of these techniques and changes to the data scheduler to make it more loss-aware.

In our implementation, the data-channel transmitters apply variable forward error correction to

the data item before breaking it into network packets for transmission. In particular, for each addi-

tional client that is requesting a data item at the time the item is sent, the data-channel transmitter

adds a fixed fraction more data to the transmission in erasure-coded packets. For example, this

means that a data item requested by fifteen clients gets three times the redundant packets of a data

item of the same size requested by five clients.

Using erasure encoding on the data being sent allows a client to receive any subset of the packets

to reconstruct the original data item, so long as the client’s subset of transmitted data is at least as

large as the size original data item.

Further, the code allows clients to send negative acknowledgements (NAKs) to the server

through the unicast request channel to indicate additional lost packets beyond those which can be

reconstructed using redundant data. Each data channel can honor NAKs from clients by request-

ing announcement for and appending of additional erasure-coded packets to its own transmission

queue. Alternatively, the server can use the NAK to re-enter the client’s request back into the data

scheduler as a new request for the incomplete data item. This latter approach ensures that the server

knows that the client still needs the data item, without committing any resources to its transmission

immediately.

3 Implementation Issues

In implementing our multicast server, we encountered a number of design issues we have not

previously addressed. We consider several in detail below.
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3.1 Channel-Partitioning Schemes

In Section 2.2, we described our multicast server as one which partitions its outgoing bandwidth

into data channels, partitioning its data into disjoint sets, one for each channel. In this section,

we revisit this decision—how the server should best use its available outgoing bandwidth—and

describe the options we considered in the design phase.

3.1.1 Data-Partitioning Server

The multicast server described in Section 2.2, which we call here the data-partitioning or parti-

tioning server, starts by partitioning the bulk of the server’s outgoing bandwidth into data channels

equally. Similarly, the server partitions its data into as many disjoint sets as the server has data

channels. The server assigns one set to each channel, so that each data channel only carries data

from its assigned set.

3.1.2 Load-Balancing Server

Our research into bandwidth partitioning [14] mentioned in Section 2.2 suggests a method of han-

dling clients of varying download speeds when client load is very low: If the server faces relatively

few clients and small requests, split the server’s bandwidth into data channels of uniform band-

width, as in the data-partitioning server. Instead of partitioning the server’s data, though, the server

offers all of its data items on all of the data channels. Instead of having clients hop from data

channel to data channel to receive all of their requested data items, the clients would be assigned to

certain data channels when they first make their requests, and have their entire requests provided

on those data channels.

To assign the clients to their data channels, the server assigns a client-load score to each data

channel, and steers clients to the data channels with lowest score. To determine the load score for

a data channel, the server uses the cardinality of the bag of all data items all clients on the data

channel are requesting in total. Equivalently, the server multiples the number of clients already

currently assigned to the data channel by the average number of data items those clients are still

requesting. Because of the data-channel assignment technique, let us call this alternate approach a

client-load-balancing or load-balancing server.
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3.1.3 Example

For an example to illustrate the partitioning and load-balancing servers, let us consider two separate

multicast servers, one implementing each approach, but otherwise identical. We can see how these

two servers would share six data items to the same clients.

Both the data-partitioning and client-load-balancing servers would split most of their transmis-

sion bandwidth into data channels; for this example, say each server chooses to have three data

channels. The data-partitioning server then assigns two data items onto each data channel: data

items d1 and d2 are assigned to the first channel, data items d3 and d4 to the second channel, leav-

ing items d5 and d6 to the third channel. On the other hand, the client-load-balancing server would

offer all six data items on each of the three channels.

Now suppose a client shows up, requesting items {d1, d3, d4}, but has only enough bandwidth to

download two data channels simultaneously. For the data-partitioning server, the client would have

to download d1 from the first channel, d3 and d4 from the second. For the client-load-balancing

server, the client woulds be assigned to two of the data channels depending on the load already

on them. Say the first channel has clients still waiting for {d1, d5} and {d1, d3, d6}: its client-load

score is 5. Say the second channel has clients still waiting for {d3} and {d2, d6}: its client-load

score is 3. Say the third channel is idle: its client-load score is zero. In such a case, the new client

would be assigned to the second and third data channels, because they have the lowest client-load

scores.

3.1.4 Implementation Rationale

Our choice of design for our implementation depends principally on the guidance from our prior

research, and the simplicity of implementation. First, we mention the research; then we consider

the interests of expedient implementation.

In our prior work [14], we found that the data-partitioning technique we choose for our im-

plementation performs better at high client loads, and that the client-load-balancing technique

performs better at very low client loads. Therefore, ideally we would like a server that is able to

do either, depending on its client load at the time.

Our research also considered several ways to split the server’s bandwidth into channels of differ-
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ent bandwidth, but found that those techniques did not perform better than the uniform-bandwidth

data channels already described. Therefore, we do not consider those varying-bandwidth data-

channel techniques further.

For our implementation, we notice that implementing only one of the techniques simplifies

our implementation significantly. Obviously, such a server needs implement only one, not both,

techniques completely. More importantly, though, a server that switches seamlessly from one

technique to the other would also need a way to notify clients of each switch, giving each client its

channel assignments when the server moves to load balancing. The clients, in turn, must be able to

receive and handle such notifications gracefully. For example, when switching to the client-load-

balancing technique, the server must notify each client of its data-channel assignments so that the

client will follow.

Between the two techniques, we notice that for the load-balancing technique, the server’s data

scheduler must maintain a client-to-channel mapping (the one the server suggested to each client

individually) so that different client requests for the same data item can be mapped to the different

data channels correctly. For example, clients’ possible retransmission requests for lost data packets

must be directed to the correct data channel. By contrast, in the data-partitioning scheme, the data-

item-to-channel mapping is static for each server; it can be a fixed hash function from items to

channels. There is only one channel where requests of a particular data item can go.

As a result of these implementation issues, we chose to implement only one of the two tech-

niques described in this section, a solely data-partitioning server as described in Section 2.2. We

consider the addition of the other technique a possible future enhancement as usage patterns and

client performance dictate.

3.2 Announcement Channels

A server is likely to transmit over multiple data channels, so that it can accommodate clients of low

download speeds (able to receive only one channel’s worth of data at a time) as well as clients of

higher speeds (which can receive multiple channels’ transmissions simultaneously). In the case of

our data-partitioning server, each data channel transmits only a disjoint subset of the server’s files.

Therefore, a low-download-speed client would need to receive different data channels at different
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times in order to accumulate its requested data from all the different channels where the requests

appear.

Each of these data channels must have its transmissions announced so that clients know to

subscribe as needed. To provide announcements, the server can operate as many announcement

channels as a separate one for each data channel, or as few as a single one for all of its data channels.

(Figure 2 shows a multicast server using a single announcement channel.) In this section, we will

describe the operation of, then consider the tradeoffs for, these two extremes in particular: one

announcement channel in total and one announcement channel per data channel.

3.2.1 Single Announcement Channel

To operate a single announcement channel in total, the server must hold one multicast group (IP)

address for it, and transmit announcements for all the data channels on it. The server provides this

announcement channel’s address to clients when they connect, and clients remain subscribed to the

announcement channel to receive all its announcements the entire time they are using the server.

A client in this system may filter out all but the announcements for transmissions on a small

subset of data channels—no more data channels than the client is able to download simultaneously.

The client would change this subset as its set of pending requested items shrinks. In effect, the

client can filter out announcements to pretend that it is still subscribed to no more data channels

than it can download simultaneously, thus ensuring that it cannot violate its download-speed limits.

For example, suppose a server has partitioned the a client’s requested data items across five data

channels, but the client has only the download speed for three data channels. The client would

filter out all but the announcements for three of the five data channels until it is done receiving all

the requested data on one of those channels. At that time, the client would ignore announcements

for the no-longer-interesting channel, and start filtering in announcements for another of the two

remaining channels.

While such operation is relatively easy to model and study, in practice, the client can do better.

In particular, it is easy for a client to “subscribe” to all data channels aggressively as an optimiza-

tion: The client can monitor announcements for more data channels than it is able to download

simultaneously, on the expectation that it will not have to subscribe to all of those data channels

simultaneously to receive requested data items. If the expectation is correct, and most of the time
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a client is monitoring a data channel is spent waiting for a requested data item rather than down-

loading one, and conflicting transmissions will be rare. If the expectation is incorrect, and a client

is frequently unable to fetch data items scheduled for it, then system performance may suffer.

With this optimization, our example client would no longer filter out announcements for any of

the five data channels carrying requested data. If no more than three channels send a requested data

item at the same time, the client can benefit from fewer missed transmissions (less waiting). If four

or five channels are transmitting a requested data item at the same time, the client must choose to

download only three of them to stay within its download-speed limits, and lose the transmissions

of the remainder.

This optimization also provides us another benefit, by allowing us to simplify how the server

detects lost transmissions. In our implementation, whenever the server transmits a data item rel-

evant to a client, the server assumes by default that the client subscribes to the data channel to

receive the item. If the client instead fails to receive the item, it must indicate so to the server.

The client indicates its loss of the transmitted data item as if all the packets of the data item being

skipped were lost on the network during transmission. Consequently, the server would know that

the client still needs the missed item after its scheduled transmission. Because we think of clients

as aggressively subscribed to all data channels, we know clients are aware of, and try to pursue, ev-

ery relevant transmission. We would not have to make a special case of determining transmissions

lost to clients because clients were not subscribed to the data channel at the time.

If our example client were faced with four simultaneous requested-data-item transmissions, for

example, it would have to send a negative acknowledgment indicating the total loss of one of those

data items. If the client failed to send the notice of data loss, the server would have assumed that

the client received all four items, and the server would no longer know that it needs to schedule the

lost item again for this client.

3.2.2 Separate Announcement Channels

Turning to operating a separate announcement channel for each data channel, we observe that each

announcement channel must be assigned its own multicast group (IP) address. One way to im-

plement multiple announcement channels is to (surjectively) map data items to data channels for

transmission, and (surjectively) map data channels to announcement channels for its announce-
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ments. The server would acknowledge each client data-item request by identifying the announce-

ment channel where announcements of that data item are ultimately assigned. Given its set of

relevant announcement channels, the client joins a subset of them at a time as its download speed

allows.

For example, suppose a server has six data items partitioned into three data channels, and each

data channel has a corresponding announcement channel. If a client’s requested data items span

all three data channels but the client has only the download speed for two, the client would simul-

taneously subscribe to only two of the announcement channels at a time.

For each relevant announcement channel to which the client is subscribed, the client knows

which data items to expect from that channel given the information the server has already provided.

When the client has received all of those items for a channel, the client knows the announcement

channel has become irrelevant, and disconnects from it. In its place, the client adds another rel-

evant announcement channel until it runs out. Eventually, the client exhausts all of the relevant

announcement channels, and its request is complete.

For example, suppose our example client requests all six of the server’s items. It received

channel information for each data item in response to each item request, so it knows that the first

two data items are sent on the first data channel and announced on the first announcement channel.

Consequently, when the client listens to the first and second announcement channels (tenatively

ignoring the third), it will know that it can unsubscribe to the first announcement channel and

subscribe to the third as soon as it has successfully received the first two data items. Similarly, the

client knows which data items the second announcement channel can announce, so if it receives

those items first, it can unsubscribe from the second announcement channel to pick up the third.

3.2.3 Design Tradeoffs

In choosing how many announcement channels to have, we consider the overhead of the announce-

ment channels to clients, their consumption of IP address space, and how the server and client

perform should the client skip some announcement channels:

If the server implements only one announcement channel in total, clients not able to subscribe

to all data channels may receive announcements that are useless to them, wasting slower clients’

download capacity with additional overhead.
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If the server implements a separate announcement channel for each data channel, the server uses

more IP multicast addresses for its service, a shared resource that is much smaller than the space

of IP addresses in general. A single announcement channel requires 1 IP multicast address for d

data channels (for a total of d + 1 addresses); separate announcement channels require d addresses

for d data channels (for a total of 2d IP multicast addresses).

To exploit the benefit of lower-bandwidth announcement overhead using disjoint announcement

channels, a client must receive only the announcements for a subset of the available data channels

at a time. Unfortunately, doing so risks the client missing valuable announcements from other data

channels whose announcements it is missing.

For example, if our example client has subscribed to two of three announcement channels on

a server, it is missing the announcements on the third channel. While the client is waiting for

a requested item to appear on the first two channels, the third data channel may happen to be

scheduled to send a requested data item that the client will miss, but could have downloaded,

simply because the client was on the right channels at the wrong time.

It is tempting to have the server dictate the order in which the client subscribes to its data

channels, to avoid the suboptimal lost transmission just described. Unfortunately, for the server to

be able to suggest a channel ordering to the client effectively, the server itself must know the “right”

ordering of relevant channels at the time the client makes its requests. For most data schedulers,

which adjust their decisions to client loads as they appear, such knowledge is impossible because

the server does not know what client loads the future brings.

On the other hand, for a system using a single announcement channel in total, the server need

not make any such predictions, because the client receives all the announcements and can make its

locally optimal decision at the time its requested data items are transmitted. As a result, the single-

announcement-channel server needs not manage or track which subset of data channels a client is

or should be monitoring; similarly, the server need not compute which data-item transmissions the

client could reasonably receive at each moment in time. (If we did not allow clients to monitor

all data channels at once regardless of download speeds, then this complexity would again be

necessary.)

In light of these considerations, we expect a single-announcement-channel servers to consume

fewer IP resources and require less foresight of its data scheduler to perform well for its clients.
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Therefore, we use a single announcement channel in our implementation.

3.3 Verifying a Successful Transmission

When a server is finished sending a data item on a data channel, it needs to know whether the

clients interested in that data item received it successfully. Our implementation uses negative ac-

knowledgments (NAKs) from client to server to indicate data loss, and silence to presume success.

In this section, we revisit the ways we considered for the server to verify client receipt of a data

item. Should clients send notice if they successfully receive the item, or should they send notice if

they fail to do so?

In either design, to ameliorate the implosion of responses (either indicating many successes

or many failures), clients must wait a random delay before sending a response to spread their

responses out over time. Because the client responses affect the scheduling of the data item for

individual clients, the server must receive all of the responses to behave correctly. If the server

fails to receive a client’s notice, the server can incorrectly conclude whether the client has received

a data item; if the server thinks a client has a data item when the client does not, the server can fail

to schedule the data item entirely in the future, leaving the client unable to complete its request. If

the server thinks a client does not have a data item when it does, the server will provide incorrect

information to its data scheduler and transmit the data item again prematurely or needlessly; this

scenario becomes a problem if the server draws the incorrect conclusion often, either for numerous

clients or for numerous data items per client. So, to ensure that the server’s image of its clients’

state is remains in sync with reality, the clients send their responses using their reliable unicast

connection to the server.

3.3.1 Acknowledgments Only (ACK)

In the case of client acknowledgments (ACKs) on success, the client would send an ACK when it

has successfully received or reconstructed the data item. Until then, the client remains silent for

that data item. Until the server receives an ACK from a client, the server assumes that the client

does not have the data item.
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3.3.2 Negative Acknowledgments (NAK)

In the option where a client sends negative acknowledgments (NAKs) on failure, the client would

send a NAK for a data item when the item’s transmission ends but the client did not receive enough

data from the transmission to reconstruct the data item. Because the NAK must be sent reliably,

success can be indicated using silence.

Because our multicast facility uses erasure-coded packets to allow any packet from a data item to

substitute for any other packet for the item, having a count of lost packets is sufficient for the server

to send more erasure-coded packets. The NAK itself can therefore send information indicating the

particular packets the client lost, or simply the number of packets lost. In our multicast facility, the

latter form of client NAKs is sufficient for our purposes and yields smaller transmissions, so we

will not consider the former version of client NAKs further.

Finally, it is possible for the client to send one ACK or NAK as appropriate at the end of every

transmission. Because this option requires a client to always send some response to a transmission

of a requested data item, it requires the most network transmission (and implosion of responses)

of all. For this reason, we will not consider ACK+NAK further here.

3.3.3 Design Tradeoffs

To decide how to best indicate the client’s status to the server, we wish to consider for each option

its volume of network transmission (overhead), its impact on other aspects of the multicast-facility

implementation, and its behavior during a network failure between client and server.

To minimize client-to-server transmissions, ACKs are preferable if success is rare, and NAKs

if failure is rare.

Because send-on-success is advantageous only if clients that fail to receive their data are not also

required to send a NAK, a server implementing ACKs cannot provide on-demand retransmission

of the needed number of packets: the server would not receive a notice indicating the needed

number. Instead, such a server would need to reschedule the entire data item for the clients that

do not indicate their success. On the other hand, ACKs can be implemented easily on a client; the

client need not actually know when a data item transmission ended to implement ACKs correctly.

It need only know when it has successfully received an item.
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Because a client might be disconnected from the server by a packet-dropping network fault long

before their unicast connection indicates the disruption (even when the TCP keepalives option

is enabled), the server might not immediately know that a client is disconnected and should no

longer be serviced. Using NAKs, a client subjected to such a disruption is likely unable to send

a NAK for its lost packets, so the server would not waste time trying to send retransmissions to

the disconnected client. By choosing to optimistically assume success until a NAK is received,

we ensure by design that the server will not needlessly attempt to handle lost transmissions for a

client that silently disappears from the network. (Unfortunately, this benefit only works to avoid

needlessly retransmission or rescheduling for a silently disconnected client; such a client may

otherwise have requests still or already waiting in the scheduler, and those requests will remain in

the scheduler until the network disconnection is explicitly detected.)

Given the above, we choose to use NAKs only in our implementation to avoid needless net-

work transmission from either client or server, and retain the flexibility to implement on-demand

retransmissions if needed.

3.4 Identifying Data Items

In typical use, the multicast server shares a set of files to requesting clients, and those files are

uniquely identified by filename. In this section, we consider briefly how the multicast server might

use or adapt filenames to mark its files internally and on the network protocol between server and

client.

In particular, we consider three ways the multicast server can easily identify its files:

1. The server can use the name of file directly. An announcement would indicate the file being

announced by placing the filename in announcement packet.

2. The server can sequentially number each file in some arbitrary order, then use the assigned

integer to represent the file. An announcement would indicate the file being announced by

placing its assigned integer in announcement packet. A client would request a file by name

from the server, and the server would reply with the assigned integer.

3. The server can hash the filename into an integer, then use a fixed number of bits from the hash

to represent the file. An announcement would indicate the file being announced by placing the
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hash value in announcement packet. A client would request a file by name from the server, both

of which use the same function to determine its hash value.

The tradeoffs between these options become clear when we consider the constraints they impose

on the files being shared, and the overhead that each option requires.

The first option effectively restricts the length of the filenames that can be shared over the

multicast facility. The length restriction is required so that any multicast (UDP) transmission

involving the identifier can be guaranteed to fit within packet-size limits. If the identifier were

simply an unbounded-length filename itself, the length may cause UDP datagrams including it to

exceed their guaranteed-supported size. Such large datagrams may be dropped by any device on

the network. The result of such packet loss would be a difficult-to-diagnose problem which affects

filenames exceeding certain lengths when announced or distributed over certain network routes (to

certain, but not necessarily all, clients).

To avoid this problem, the multicast server can restrict the length of filenames that it is willing

to share. For filenames to be included as identifiers in the headers of each data packet, they must

be short, regardless of the filename lengths allowed on modern filesystems; as a result, a multi-

cast server using filenames exclusively may be unable to share many files simply because their

filenames are too long.

The last option requires a hash function that is unlikely to collide. In particular, a multicast

server cannot reliably serve two files whose names have the same hash value if the server cannot

otherwise distinguish the two files in their individual data packets. Hence, it is possible to have

files of same length, same timestamps, different filenames, and different contents that could reside

independently on the server but cannot be successfully shared.

The first option, using filenames themselves, completely sidesteps the need to maintain a sepa-

rate mapping between files and identifiers that the other two options would require.

The second option, enumerating the files, requires both client and server to maintain a filename-

to-integer mapping in both directions, and requires the server to communciate its integer identifier

for each file to its clients, since a client cannot determine the values on its own. The mapping may

not be preserved between invocations of the multicast server, so the file identifier may be neither

global nor persistent, for either server or client.

The third option, hashing the filenames, is convenient for both server or client to do to get
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identifiers from filenames. On the other hand, this option still requires a reverse mapping from hash

to filename for clients, which must successfully save received data under the correct filename. (The

server may require the reverse mapping as well, to provide logging or notification of its operations

using human-readable filenames rather inscrutable file identifiers.)

In our implementation, we use (the lower) 64 bits of the SHA-1 hash in the server, which we

expect should make filename collisions unlikely.

3.5 Data Items

A data item represents the atomic unit of request and transmission for our multicast facility. In

Section 2, the multicast server is described as offering fixed-size pages of the server’s shared files

as data items. In this section, we reconsider that design and consider another approach: to offer

each variable-size file in its entirety as a data item.

In the former design, each page must be assigned a unique identifier. To do so, we have the

server hash the filename into a (presumed unique) identifier, and append the starting file offset of

the page. The result is an identifier that we expect to be unique for each page (barring filename-

hash collisions). When a client requests a file, the server can enumerate all the identifiers that the

client is requesting because the identifier is determined from the filename and from page offsets

that increment from zero in fixed units until the end of file. When a client receives its data items, it

must arrange them in page-offset order to reconstruct the original file it requested.

In the latter design, each file is a data item, so the hash of the filename itself provides a unique

identifier for the data item (barring filename-hash collisions). Clients request the file directly,

receive it as a single item, and save it.

Clearly, the simpler choice is to consider each file a distinct data item; for a given filename-hash

function and set of files, this choice also yields shorter data-item identifiers. On the other hand, a

decision to use unbounded variable-size data items does have its drawbacks.

To implement reliability, the server must ensure that each client receives every data item it

requests, so the erasure code used to protect a transmission against losses is computed over an

entire data item at a time. The computation of erasure codes on a data item is fastest if the data

item is entirely in main memory, something that may be difficult for very large items because they
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may not fit. Also, the computational cost of erasure codes grows with the size of the data item

being protected, so using larger data items can create additional CPU usage. If the filesize exceeds

any limits of the erasure code implementation, the file may not be protected using erasure encoding

at all. Lastly, with the assumption of uniform-size data items removed, the data scheduler will need

to take item size into account to optimize system performance.

By breaking each shared file into small fixed-sized pages, we ensure consistently speedy erasure-

code computation of each data item before its transmission, and allow clients to receive, decode,

and write each page as the client successfully receives it. Using larger-sized pages (data items)

would increase this computation cost, but reduce the number of data items the data scheduler must

manage. In effect, varying page sizes allows us to sample the spectrum between the extremes

of using small pages versus entire files. In Section 4.3, we consider varying page sizes in our

implementation and their effect on the multicast server.

4 Evaluation

Description Value

Number of files offered 22
Total size of files 20 533 768 bytes
Largest file 1 885 394 bytes
Smallest file 462 732 bytes
Number of data channels 1
Throughput permitted on data channel 10 000 bytes/sec
Expected packet-loss rate [see text] 0 %
Scheduled unit of transmission 30 000 bytes (max)
Data transmitted per data packet 500 bytes
Data-channel retranmission policy no NAKs sent
Data-channel error-correction redundancy 0.01R (up to 1.20)

Table 1: Default Parameters for the Multicast Server

In this section, we examine the performance of the running multicast implementation. First, we

describe parameters of the running implementation common to most of the runs that we use. Next,

in Section 4.1, we compare our implementation to simulation results in our prior work. In Sec-

tion 4.2, we attempt to find the scalability limits for our implementation. Finally, we examine the

profile of the running server to determine how much time it spends on critical tasks, and determine
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ways to further improve its performance.

The multicast server runs on a 450 MHz Pentium II with 256 MB of RAM running FreeBSD 4.9;

most of the data presented in this section has the server running on such a machine. (Some data

comes from the server running on GNU/Linux machines with more hardware, but as we shall see

below, the multicast server needs neither as much CPU nor RAM as the server already described

provides.) The multicast clients run on a mix of FreeBSD and GNU/Linux machines of various

CPU speeds and RAM sizes, either running on the same host as their multicast server or all sharing

a local network with each other and their server in the same building. The network is linked with

IPv4, though the code is intended to operate in IPv6 multicast networks as well. The evaluation

runs use parameters summarized in Table 1 unless otherwise noted; selected values from the table

are explained in more detail below.

In our implementation, we impose a maximum network bandwidth that each data channel is

to honor; the multicast server monitors the bandwidth each data channel consumes, throttling it

as needed to prevent its transmissions from exceeding the maximum bandwidth. Because the

building network linking the multicast servers and clients is in general use, we chose to use a

relatively small fraction of the network’s bandwidth for our data dissemination to avoid slowing

down other network traffic, avoid interference from congestion with other traffic, and avoid alarm

from network administrators. For the same reasons, most runs occurred at relatively quiet hours

on the network (between 11pm and 5am local time). The expected packet-loss rate is zero for such

low throughput over a local network, but we did see some UDP packet reordering between server

and clients. If the number of clients running on a machine was very large (near 200), individual

clients could also lose UDP packets before they get a chance to process them, making the effective

packet-loss rate for such clients nonzero.

The files used for testing were chosen to require a measurable, but not long, time to transmit

using the relatively low network throughput; as the numbers in Table 1 show, each file takes about

1 to 3 minutes to transmit. The actual file sizes are not round numbers because the files are not

synthetic; they happen to be low-bitrate compressed music of an audio compact disc.

As we recall from Section 2, the multicast server actually schedules and transmits fixed-size

pages of shared data files. In Table 1, the size of the fixed-size page is listed as “Scheduled unit of

transmission.” The last page of each file may be smaller than the given page size, chosen to be just
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large enough for the last bytes of the file.

As we recall from Section 2.1, there are practical limits on the size of packets that the multicast

server sends. Because UDP/IPv4 only requires the ability to receive packets of 576 bytes - 20 bytes

(of IPv4 header minimum) [20] - 12 bytes (of UDP header [19]) = 544 bytes, we choose a small

per-packet payload of 500 bytes to ensure that the server’s data-channel packets can be delivered

over IPv4. [6] (A similar computation with UDP/IPv6 yields 1280 bytes - 40 bytes - 40 = 1200

bytes maximum [7]; any packet that fits in UDP/IPv4 will also fit in UDP/IPv6.) (The data channel

introduces 34 bytes of packet header preceding file data, so the server’s data-channel packets are

534 bytes < 544 bytes.)

As currently implemented, the data channel does not use retransmission requests to transmit

more data for a page. Instead, it uses forward error correction to add redundancy to a page in ad-

vance, then requires any clients suffering excessive loss to request that the page be rescheduled for

future transmission. The variable forward error correction adds 1% more packets (rounded down)

of redundancy per client requesting the page, so that, for example, it requires at least two clients

requesting a 30,000-byte page for the server to add the 61st packet to the page’s transmission.

(Without redundancy, 30,000-byte pages / 500-byte packets = 60 packets per page.) Because the

error-correction code traditionally requires its parameters (N, k) in advance, we set a maximum

amount of redundancy we will rquest the error-correction code to generate. For the unmodified

error-correction code used in the implementation [22], we set a maximum redundancy of 1.2 times

the page size, regardless of the number of clients. This maximum setting yields 2.2 times the page

size in transmission in total (1.0 of page data plus 1.2 of redundancy). Consequently, no page

requires more than 132 packets to transmit given the parameters in Table 1.

4.1 Comparison to Simulation

Here, we compare the performance of our implementation to the behavior predicted by our prior

work using simulation. Though there are significant differences in the models and parameters be-

tween simulation and implementation, we find that the resulting behaviors are substantially similar,

suggesting that our simulations capture the essential behavior of the system.

One difference is that in the simulation, clients can request each scheduled data item individu-
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ally and independently. Another difference is that the implementation run uses pages of files for

the scheduled data items and has clients request entire files of pages at a time rather than individual

pages of files. Further, the implementation includes delays imposed by the control channel to en-

sure that clients can subscribe to the data channel in time to receive their requested transmissions.

Despite these and other differences, we are able to compare a simulated server using a circular-

broadcast scheduler with our running system which implements it. In Figures 4 and 5, we see the

results of the comparison.

In Figure 4, we vary the rate at which clients appear in the system along the horizontal axis, and

plot the average client delay on the vertical axis. Because the transmission time for an individual

request is very different in the simulation and implementation runs, we compare the performance

of the systems directly by plotting the horizontal axis as a function of the corresponding single-

request transmission time. That is, the unit of time for the client arrival rate is the amount of time

it would take the server to transmit a single request’s amount of data (for the simulation, the 48

seconds to send one fixed-size data item; for the implementation, 93.3 seconds, the approximate

average time to send one filesize of bytes over the network). For the remainder of this section, let

us call this unit the normalized client-arrival rate. This normalization allows us to compare similar

client loads on the system directly.

Similarly, the total size of shared data is very different between our past simulation and current
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implementation, so we normalize the vertical axis using the total time it would take the server

to transmit all its bytes of data given its data-channel throughput. This normalization helps us

compare client delay using the factors key to the behavior of the system: the time to send one

piece of data and the time to send all of it. For example, along the horizontal axis, 1.5 indicates

that three clients are added to the multicast server in the time it takes the server to send two data

items. For the implementation in particular, three clients every two items means clients are arriving

every (93.3 / 1.5 = 62.2) sixty seconds. On the vertical axis, an average client delay of 0.5 means

that the client delay is about half the total time the server would require in principle to send all of

its data items once, sequentially and without protocol overhead. For the implementation, which

requires 20,533,768 / 10,000 = 2053 seconds to send all the bytes in its data items at 10,000 bytes

per second, we see that an arrival rate of one client every 60 seconds yields a client delay of about

1010 seconds (just below half of 2053). On the figure, this is the data point at approximately

(1.5,0.5).

We notice that the curves in Figure 4 are very similar; each is an S-shaped curve whose bottom

is near the transmission time for one request ( 1

100
of the simulated data, 1

22
of the implementation

data) and whose top is near the transmission time for one half of the server’s available data. The

transition between these two levels occurs, as we would expect, as clients requesting one item/file

begin to arrive more rapidly than the server can transmit it. Both curves approach the transmission

time for half the server’s data because at high load, each client will need to wait until half the

server’s data has been sent before its data item is scheduled for transmission (on average).

We also notice that the right half of each curve represents a region in which client requests

exceed the rate that a strict queue can service; when more than one client arrives every item-

transmission, the clients accumulate in an unstable queue and the client delay time for unicast

transmission at the data channel’s bandwidth becomes unbounded (until the server runs out of

network sockets). Similarly, if a unicast server provided data to all its clients simultaneously using

the same amount of network bandwidth by splitting the throughput across the clients, the server

would similarly slice its bandwidth into unboundedly-many slices. As a result, our multicast server

is able to provide service for client loads over a given network that would overload corresponding

unicast servers—as intended for a multicast service.

In Figure 5, we vary the request size of new clients appearing in a system at a particular rate.
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The client-arrival rate for both simulation and implementation (fewer clients) is one client per 16.67

items’ transmission time, or a normalized client-arrival rate of 1

16.67
= 0.06. (We will consider the

more-clients curve below.) The request size is expressed as a percentage of the server’s total data.

In the plots, we see that the system load scales in the direction we expect; as load increases,

client delay grows as a fraction of time it takes the server to send all data once. Further, the growth

should approach the time it takes to send all the data once, then reach a ceiling. In the higher-

load implementation run and simulation, we see this behavior in the figure. In the lower-load

implementation, the delay is lower and linear because of remaining differences between simulation

and implementation.

In implementation, clients request more scheduled pages as fewer files than in simulation, lead-

ing to two differences. First, a client arriving every 16.67 items’ transmissions is very low load for

the implementation, which has much fewer files in total than the simulation has data items. Second,

as a result, implementation clients can request much more data of the server before interfering with

subsequent clients’ requests, and we see the resulting nonoverlapping client load as client delay

linear in the client’s request size.

To our explanation of the differences we see between simulation and lower-load implementa-

tion, we consider a higher-load implementation that increases client load, to create overlapping

client requests similar to that of the simulation. The rate for the curve labelled “implementation

(more clients)” is about one client per 2.14 items’ transmission time, a normalized client-arrival

rate of about 0.47. With this higher client-arrival rate, client requests overlap at request sizes of

about 10% of the server’s data, which is much closer to the simulation in which clients overlap at

request sizes of just over 15% of server data. These two curves show the same growth-towards-

maximum-delay behavior in response to the overlapping client requests.

The differences between these two curves, then, are a matter of scale rather than behavior.

Several factors combine to make the high-load implementation delay higher:

1. The load for the implementation curve is higher than that of the simulation curve.

2. Forward error correction in the implementation adds redundancy to each transmission as the

number of waiting clients increases. As a result the server takes longer to send the same number

of data items.
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3. Protocol overhead for data-channel packets reduces the effectiveness of the implementation’s

network usage, so that an implementation’s actual time to transmit all its data exceeds the com-

puted time for any given network throughput limit for the data channel.

With the high-load implementation curve, we see the performance of the multicast implemen-

tation in regions of client load and network bandwidth that again would overload unicast delivery,

and how multicast allows a server to handle such request loads in a clear and controlled way.

4.2 Scaling Performance
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To determine how well the multicast server scales, we connected a large number of multicast

clients to the server, each requesting all files available at the server. Starting with an idle server, we

added a new client to the system every twenty seconds and measured all CPU use on the multicast

server machine. To measure all CPU use, we ran iostat(1) and subtracted the idle CPU percentage

from 100%; this includes all CPU usage directly and indirectly required by the multicast server,

and a small amount to record the CPU usage itself. Each client requests all of the files the server

has available. We kept adding clients in an attempt to find the multicast server’s scalability limit—

how the server fails, and what resources the server exhausts first. Unfortunately, we did not hit any
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limits in the server even after adding over 1000 clients, by which point we had run out of CPU and

disk-access time for the clients scattered over several machines (each 2.8 GHz Pentium 4).

In Figure 6, we plot the CPU usage over time, marked on the horizontal axis as the number of

new clients added to the system. Because the client requests are large, clients accumulate in the

system over time; the client delay time to receive all data exceeds 2053 seconds, while clients are

added every 20 seconds. As we can see, the multicast server’s CPU usage of the 450 MHz Pentium

II is low overall. Further, the CPU usage actually drops as we first add clients into the system. This

surprising behavior occurs because new clients requesting each transmission increases the error-

correcting redundancy added to the transmission. As the redundancy grows, the time spent on each

transmission grows, so scheduling and file reading occur less frequently.

Finally, when we have added 120 clients to the system, we reach the limit of redundancy that

forward error correction adds to each transmission. After this point, we see the effect of increased

client load on the server as a slow increase in CPU usage. Though subtle as plotted in the figure,

the increase, about 1% additional CPU usage per 400 clients, continues visibly over the addition of

over 1200 clients to the system until the client machines are unable to keep all their clients running.

(As the number of clients increase on each client machine, the machine becomes unable to deliver

key control-channel packets to all of its clients reliably, effectively disconnecting them from the

multicast.)

As the number of clients and client requests grow, the data structures in the server that track the

clients and requests get larger and take more time to process. At the slope plotted, though, it would

take tens of thousands of simultaneous clients in the system for the server to use all of a 450 MHz

Pentium II.

In Figure 7, we see some results of a separate profiling run of the multicast server under load.

We manually gathered the CPU usage attributed to various portions of the server code into re-

lated groups we call tasks. With the resulting summary, we can see how much CPU is consumed

performing various key tasks for the multicast scheduler, and hint how the server implementation

could be improved. In this profiling run, we attempted to add over 1500 clients to an idle server,

several per second, to build a high client load quickly for profiling.

The percentage of total server-process time spent on each of the listed tasks is shown; the total

is not 100% because numerous minor tasks were omitted for brevity.
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We start with a brief tour of the implementation of the multicast server’s operation. Then, we

can see how the server’s CPU time is consumed in its key tasks.

The multicast server implementation uses a traditional event loop:

1. Request notification when an open network connection is ready for (or with) more data, or

when a given timeout lapses. Each network connection is a multicast channel, a client control

channel, or the listening socket that receives new client connections.

2. Check which connections are ready, and dispatch the handler for each channel ready for activity.

3. Call an idle function for each connection, so that code managing each connection has an op-

portunity to run even if it has no network activity. Currently, data channels use this opportunity

to track their bandwidth usage over time to determine when they can send a new data packet

without exceeding their prescribed bandwidth limit.

4. Check for any quitting or disconnected clients. Clean up connection for departing or departed

clients.

The individual channel handlers (invoked as part of step 2) are responsible for the activity that

drives the server’s transmissions:

a. When a data channel handler notices that it is about to run out of data to send, it requests that a

new page be scheduled.

b. The scheduler chooses a new page on demand. The control channel is asked to announce the

page when it is able to do so.

c. When the control channel announces the page, it notifies the data channel when the data channel

can begin sending the new page.

We find from our profiling data that the CPU-consuming tasks of the server are

• Multicast polling. (invoked in step 3.) At regular time intervals, code for each multicast

channel computes the channel’s current bandwidth to determine whether a data channel can

send data without exceeding its bandwidth limit.
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• Client polling. (invoked in step 3.) At regular time intevals, code for each client connection is

run so that it can ping its client if needed to verify the client’s continued connection. Because

the code currently does not implement the client ping, the code is a no-op and the server actually

relies on TCP keepalives to verify a client connection.

TCP keepalive timeouts are typically set in the kernel to time out broken connections after a

fairly long time (from many minutes to hours). To detect disconnected clients sooner (e.g., to

unschedule their requests), client polling must be modified to perform its own ping.

• poll(2). (step 1.) This measure is the CPU time directly attributed to the library call and kernel

service poll(). This measure does not include the time to set up the parameters of the call, or the

time to scan its results.

The poll call, like select(2), requests that the operating system return when any of the provided

file descriptors (for the multicast server, network connections) are ready for more data. Unlike

select, poll does not have a compile-time limit on the number of connections the kernel can

track. The call to poll includes an array linear in size in the number of file descriptors to be

monitored, which the system must scan as input and set as output.

• Dispatch loop. (steps 2–4.) The dispatch loop is the event-loop code (described above) sur-

rounding but not including the poll call, i.e. the overhead for steps 2–4.

• Unicast connections. (invoked in step 2.) The server must receive and parse client requests,

and send individual responses to each client. For example, the server must provide each client

the address of the control channel so that a client can subscribe to the multicast channel. “File

not found” errors are also sent individually over the unicast TCP connection.

• FEC. (invoked in step 2.) This measure represents all time attributable to forward error cor-

rection. The measure includes setup time for the facility, and encoding time for each packet.

The setup occurs at the time a page is scheduled (step (2)b.), and the encoding occurs for each

packet at the time that packet can be sent (invoked in step 2.).

• Scheduling. (step (2)b.) The server must determine, as needed, which of its requested data to

send next.
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As we can see, the server suffers principally from the enumeration of its clients. Both “client

polling” and “dispatch loop” refer to operations that are dominated by simple operations on every

one of a large number of clients. For client polling, the simple operation is currently a no-op, to be

expanded to perform client pings or to be removed to save additional CPU time. For the dispatch

loop, the simple operation is checking whether poll() indicates new activity on the corresponding

unicast client connection. Similarly, the poll() call itself is dominated by the number of clients,

because there are many more client connections than multicast channels in the parameters.

On the other hand, we find that some key computation for the server, data scheduling and

FEC computation, take relatively little time overall. As the server code is optimized, these two

operations would take a larger fraction of the total server time, but currently they represent only

about 2% and 5% of the server’s CPU time respectively.

Lastly, we notice opportunity for performance optimizations in the multicast server. As men-

tioned above, we can omit the code flow for client-connection pings. We can also merge the last

two steps of the event loop described above to minimize the number of traversals through the

data structure storing all the client-connection handlers. Based on their current CPU usage, we

find from our profiling data that these two improvements can remove about 16% of the CPU time

shown in Figure 7.

Surprisingly, we also find that about 3% of the process time is spent in gettimeofday(2), the

operating system service for the current time of day. As such, the server spends slightly more CPU

time retrieving the current wall clock on demand than the server spends scheduling data, because

the current time is very frequently used to measure bandwidth and detect timeouts. A small CPU

saving is possible if the server caches its retrieved time for use throughout an entire iteration of the

event loop, rather than retrieving the most up-to-date time every time it is needed. (The wall-clock

time is requested at 22 points in the server code, several of them occurring inside small loops.)

4.3 Varying Page Size

In this section, we consider how the multicast server performs under a variety of maximum page

sizes. We vary the default 30,000-byte page size over a range from 1000 bytes to 58,000 bytes (a

limit imposed by error correction as used), and find that large page sizes lead to better performance
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than small ones. (Recall that the server schedules, announces, and transmits pages of a fixed

maximum size, except at the end of a file where the remaining bytes may form an even smaller

page. For example, smaller-than-one-maximum-page files may be sent as a single smaller page.)

Using our implementation, we are able to measure the actual CPU usage and memory usage of

our server under various page sizes, something that could not be realistically predicted with an

abstracted simulation.
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In Figures 8 and 9, we see two aspects of the multicast server’s performance as we vary the

system’s page size, the size of the unit of scheduling and transmission. In both figures, we vary

the page size along the horizontal axis. In Figure 8, we plot the corresponding CPU usage of the

multicast server (measured as non-idle CPU time). In Figure 9, we plot the corresponding virtual-

memory image size of the server process. Because the code at each data point is the same except

for the integer representing the page size, differences in the virtual-memory image help profile the

memory consumption of data structures in the server. To provide some load to the system, we add

100 clients to the idle server, each requesting all available data.

For example, if we have the multicast server use 15,000-byte pages, we see that it would use

about 36% of a 450 MHz Pentium II and less than two megabytes of memory to provide service to

100 simultaneous clients. (For a single client, the memory usage ranges from below two megabytes

to seven megabytes.)
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We see that the dominant effect of page size on the server is to reduce the number of pages to

be handled in the server. As we observed in the previous section, the CPU cost of FEC encoding

and data scheduling are small, so they has similarly small effect on CPU usage here. Instead, we

benefit in computation time and memory usage from using fewer larger pages, which means fewer

pages’ requests to track and smaller data structures as a result. Further, this benefit also extends

to the control channel, which has fewer pages to announce per unit time at a given data-channel

bandwidth usage. Consequently, the control channel bandwidth consumption also goes down as

the page size increases. We observe that, for a data channel using an IPv4 multicast address (as

opposed to a larger IPv6 multicast address), the control channel bandwidth can drop from up to

2700 bytes/second (for the worst-case 1000-byte pages—i.e., two data-channel packets per page)

less than 100 bytes/second (for page sizes over 15,000 bytes) in announcements.

In light of these results, we conclude that it is desirable for the server to have large page sizes, as

far as the forward error correction allows. Because the FEC implementation we use has a maximum

number of packets it can generate, increasing the page size (up to that limit) reduces the maximum

number of redundant packets we can create and transmit. Therefore, we expect the effective page-

size limit in practice will be imposed by the expected data popularity and expected network-loss

rates for clients. Also, though larger page sizes clearly benefit the server, they may affect clients at

run-time by requiring them to successfully receive and decode larger units of data at a time. (The

current implementation is able to handle, without modification, servers using page sizes that are a

multiple of 500 bytes, i.e., pages that are an integer number of data-channel packets.)

5 Related Work

There is a large body of research into multicast protocols and systems, including data dissemina-

tion systems such as broadcast disks [2, 27], as a distribution system for Usenet feeds between

news servers [15], as a component of Web caching and service [23, 3], and as a component of

publish/subscribe systems [21] such as Gryphon [18].

General-purpose reliable multicast protocols have been widely studied, with numerous varia-

tions proposed. A networking text [26] details the design of IP multicast; a multicast book [16]

can survey a number of such protocols, such as [8] and [17]. In our multicast facility, we extend
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general-purpose techniques to optimize our multicast application, which not only has varying num-

bers of interested clients from data packet to data packet, but also allows longer client delays to

improve network efficiency, and later rescheduling of requested data items.

There is existing work on multiple-channel systems for data, such as [5, 28], but it assumes the

transmission of only one data item to all clients, rather than disseminating possibly-overlapping

selections of data items from a large repository as we do here. In a scenario with only one data

item, all data being transmitted is interesting to all clients, unlike our scenario, where reducing

client delay often requires reducing clients’ waiting time for their data in the presence of conflicting

requests. Consequently, we also consider how to allocate different data items to different channels,

and how to assign clients making varying requests to such channels.

For broadcast disks, existing work [2, 27] determine scheduling algorithms for broadcast disks

that minimize average “access time” for clients assuming that they request a single item. We found

optimizing the single-item request is a different metric, and requires different approaches, than

optimizing for the general case of clients requesting multiple items at a time. [12]

Outside the context of data dissemination, our work on scheduling data for multicast may re-

mind readers of process scheduling in operating systems ([25], [24]), and of job scheduling in

operations research ([9], [11]). Neither process nor job scheduling, however, have the key property

of our multicast facility: data being scheduled for multicast can benefit multiple clients simultane-

ously. A process on a CPU, for example, benefits only that process, and the general job-scheduling

problem [9] does not allow one machine doing one operation to benefit multiple jobs requiring it.

6 Conclusion
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